Term/Course/Instructor:

Term: Summer 2015 Course FIN-460-001 LEC Instructor: Favreau, Charles Matthew

What did you especially like about this course?
Very relevant & useful for life applications
Thanks for being so easily approachable. You are my last professor ever and I won’t for you. Thank you
The course was based very much on application and the practical aspects of the course. The in-class examples were
very valuable.
Charles is a great teacher. I like that I learned things that will help me through my life. Charles taught the course in a
way that was both encouraging and fun.
Different and one of the most useful from all courses.
Hands on useful information. Top 3 classes ever taken.
You
How helpful he was
I really like the real world applications/examples used
Great Professor, Great Class
He made things very straightforward and in the most efficient manner
Helpful info of personal investments, houses. One of the best professors in the cohort
The real world applications were the most helpful.
The teacher gave us real life experience & knowledge in real estate. Loved the class.
All the stuff we learned, Very useful
Quizzes were not unpredictable
Everything! One of my favorite teachers
The real life examples presented
Good class!!! Thanks
Fantastic teacher, Great Lectures, extremely relevant excel work that will carry into the work world. Awesome last
class of our cohort.
I like the in class assignments
Real World Experience
It was fun
I liked that we were taught what was truly important about real estate from a person who has experience in the field.
The teacher taught us these in a realistic manner being sure about rate we couldn’t control during investing. This is
the type of teacher that gives Eller such a great reputation!
The laid back quizzes & how I was constantly checked on for help
Quizzes were easy
Awesome Professor, Actually learned useful stuff that will help in life.
The excel sets, how to manipulate everything
Valuing houses, and finding payments and such on mortgages
The real life applications made class meaningful and helped me fell more prepared for making my own future
investments
This course was one of the best I’ve ever had in Eller. It was practical and very useful for real life.
I enjoyed the teacher’ enthusiastic attitude and willingness to help us.
Information about investing was valuable
Real world application of the course material
Real world relation
Real world application, Excel, Learned more in this class than the actual excel class I took
He is fair and the sure you did good in the class
The relevance toward the end of college makes it good

What suggestions would you make to improve this course?
Supplemental instruction for excel
Help more with Quiz 4, Maybe have just parts to fill in instead of everything
A bit more formality would be helpful as some questions needed additional information
Spend more after class time to answer questions on how to be successful in real estate
More about the math
More in depth instructions on excel
Make it a whole semester
4th quiz was overwhelming
If anything, set dates for exercises and question packets. I bad luck missing these
Slow down on excel teachings
Not one Thing
Give this man a job. He can really teach. He is the best grad student teacher I’ve had at the University.
Improve Exercises
To Let students keep the test to study for the future tests
The fourth test could make anyone go crazy, but is was excellent material regardless.
Go slower on Excel
Less excel
More excel
The excel was still a little difficult, slow it down slightly more
Do not have any test based 100% on excel. This class should be an online course.
No project, more in class exercises
Online

Please write any additional comments below.
Become a mentor !
Great Class!
Thank you for an awesome class!
Such a great class, learned so much and enhance my excel skills!
Again, extremely relevant to the real world. Thanks!
You are awesome!
Class was awesome friend. Very useful stuff, very effective way of teaching. Thank you for making quizzes
One of the best instructor I’ve had
The teacher was very compassionate and was will to work with students

